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4. just to hear my ______ coming in clearer
9. turn your ______ right into joy
10. i gotta loaded ______
12. day after day i'm more ______
13. and both shall ______
14. at night the stars they put on a show for

______ yeah
15. back to the days of ______ robin and pooh
17. causing my ______ in every way yeah
18. just like the ______ just like everyone but

you
19. i said ______ little baby
21. oh give me the ______ boys and free my

soul
23. and i'm waking from a ______ sleep
25. oh your daddy's ______
31. and as long as i'm here the ______ is clear
32. were you just ______
34. my pride's in my ______ but i can be

reasonable
36. honey you were ______ at the past
38. something inside has ______ and i can't

hide
39. hey ______ are you in love again huh
40. i want a true love _______
43. i could almost see you ______ your head

back and start to laugh
44. my vision of you can't get any ______
45. we like to keep them in ______ for family

pride
48. and take to the ______
49. daddy's gonna buy you a ______ to cling

to
53. stayed in bed all ______ just to pass the

time
54. _______ i was feeling mighty fine
54. got a ______ jar stuck on his nose
55. take to the highway won't you ______ me

your name
56. through the pages of the ______ on your

shelf
57. do your ______ have an answer

1. ______ yourself away
2. when you know i've got ______ enough
3. love a boy who holds the world in a

______ cup
4. but like ______ tide she comes on to you
5. while we're waiting for the ______ to come
6. then you'll spread your ______
7. if you go down to ______
8. ______ gonna slip away
11. i want to be where the people are ______
16. some kind of an ______ fool
20. the ______ clear before my eyes
22. oh you can send me a ______ baby
24. sometimes ______ is in the way
26. and get far away from the ______ crowd
27. as the ______ lit up by the moon
28. i want to ______ in a mind at peace
29. because it comes from a ______ tongue
30. you could have seen the ______ on the

stage
33. the ______ coming through to soothe me
34. crying cause she doesn't have a dress

without a ______
35. i did as i ______
37. if you're seeing past rose colored ______
41. even though we ain't got ______
42. i'd have to be some kind of ______ born

fool
46. not this _______ and go in the air
47. and the ______ flies with the dove
49. and he will be like he and me as free as a

______
50. look to the ______
51. until i'm too ______ to have any doubt
52. i want to drink from a holy ______

across down


